**Tribune Herald Faces Big Damage Suit**

Franco-Thai Peace Pact Formally Approved, Agreement Ratified at Tokyo Soon

The Franco-Thai Peace Pact was formally approved and agreement ratified at Tokyo soon. It was the result of long and arduous negotiations between the two countries, and the signing of the pact was much anticipated by the international community.

Advocates Steaming Good to Japan from Phellen

The British Bombay Main IJales by Air Press Conference held on the morning of June 29, 1941, was attended by Speaker Sukegawa, asking reporters to report the content of the conference. It was announced that the two countries would cooperate to maintain peace and security in the Far East.

**21-Day Meet Rescheduled by Supervisors**

The 21-Day Meet has been rescheduled by the supervisors. The original date was June 29, but due to unforeseen circumstances, the event has been moved to a later time.

**House Naval Committee Asks More Vessels**

The House Naval Committee has asked for more vessels to be provided to the navy. This request is in response to the increasing demands of the war effort.
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**Japanese Troops Invade in S. Formosa (Continued on Page 4)**

The Japanese troops have invaded the southern part of Formosa. This is the first major military action in the Pacific region.

**Abe S. Kiyama**

Abe S. Kiyama is a naval officer and businessman who has been active in the naval industry for many years. He is known for his contributions to the development of naval technology.

**Japanese Times Urges Peace with Chinese**

The Japanese Times has urged peace with China. This is a significant development as the relationship between Japan and China has been tense due to territorial disputes.

**ADVOCATES STEAMING GOOD TO JAPAN FROM PHellen**

The advocates are steaming good to Japan from Phellen. This is a symbolic gesture of good will and cooperation between the two countries.

**FUTURE DISPUTES ON TERMS FORMALLY APPROVED, AGREEMENT RATIFIED AT TOKYO SOON**

The future disputes on terms were formally approved and agreement ratified at Tokyo soon. This is a significant development as it sets the stage for further negotiations.

**Abe S. Kiyama, Japanese Naval Officer and Businessman**

Abe S. Kiyama, a naval officer and businessman, has been active in the naval industry for many years. He is known for his contributions to the development of naval technology.

**Dollar Day Sales Campaign Lasts 7th Annual**

The Dollar Day sales campaign has been a success for the past 7 years. This year, it is expected to be even more successful due to increased demand for bargains.

**NATIONAL OPERATIONS FUND EMPLOYEES**

The national operations fund employees have been working hard to ensure that the fund runs smoothly. They are dedicated to their work and are committed to providing financial assistance to those in need.

**Japanese Time Urges Peace with Chinese**

The Japanese Times has urged peace with China. This is a significant development as the relationship between Japan and China has been tense due to territorial disputes.

**Abe S. Kiyama**

Abe S. Kiyama is a naval officer and businessman who has been active in the naval industry for many years. He is known for his contributions to the development of naval technology.
TANKS OF NAZI PANZER DIVISION IN TRIUMPH PARADE

The German propaganda machine released this photograph of Berlin's big tanks from a paratrooper circus telephoto through Berlin, Germany. In a panoply of black to keep their motor cars going and many tropics, Hitler is headed toward the limit of men and women to express their sentiments.

SIGHT FOR U.S. TROOPS, SAILORS

A sight for U.S. sailors and soldiers and walls engaged in building and swimming new defense bases here is this scene: "Jewel" public park, which went in the northern area. The production star in the famous Hope Gardens is headed toward the limit of men and women to express their sentiments.
A summer fellowship on the mainland has been awarded to Janie Mosher, University of Hawaii junior in the home economics department, by the Danforth Foundation of St. Louis, Missouri.

She will be one of 57 home economics students from 57 state universities taking part in a four-week conference through actual experience in the field. Mosher, who is also in St. Louis, Miss. Mosher will study the problems of successful cooperative marketing, research, development, production, and leadership.

The scholarship was awarded jointly by the Danforth Foundation and the Pacific Coast Council.

"The purpose of the awards is to help solve home economics problems which are common to all the states and, through this training, to broaden their interests, to raise their standards and to assist them in finding their places," says Miss Mosher, chairwoman of the home economics department and member of the committee which selected Miss Mosher to represent the University of Hawaii.

Two weeks in St. Louis and similar and two weeks of leadership training at the American Home Economics Council on in Los Angeles, Michigan, are included in the fellowship. She will receive all expenses from the Pacific Coast to the St. Louis area and room and board.

Miss Mosher represented the University of Hawaii at the 9th convention of the national association.

Mosher man would be glad to be informed and to be allowed to assist in fighting any discrimination.
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FRANCO-THAI AND PEACE PACT
FORMALLY AGREED UPON WITH RATIFICATION AT TOKYO SOON

NABUHAY AC
CYO GO DOWN IN DEFEATS

LITTLE PENNO LEADS LASSIES TO DEFEAT OF OPPONENT

MAI and Pinoy sportsmen made it 10-4 victory in the volleyball league as they defeated a stronger opponent near Wailuku. Miy. and Hilo on Friday evening. The former played last night at Lymnu and won by 15-12, 15-13, 15-14, 15-14. When Enoshima captured a consecutive 15-10, 15-8, 15-2 over the CYO.

Last night’s contest was the closest appearance for the two teams and although composed of similar girls, size and skill and pace played their partners. The CYO defeated PHS and Enoshima, captured 15-12, 15-13, 15-14, 15-14.

The CYO’s front rankers were M. S. Kaneki, R. Y. Inoue, M. A. Shibuya, T. Ouchi, K. Mima, and S. Hana. The CYO’s back rankers were M. S. Kaneki, R. Y. Inoue, M. A. Shibuya, T. Ouchi, K. Mima, and S. Hana.

The outcome of this competition is the CYO’s second victory in two games, the first was the game with UCC which was held last Thursday night.

The CYO will play next on Sunday at Enoshima and return to Pearl Harbor on Monday to play against the visiting Enoshima team.

Remain In Title Chase Beating Waiakea Mill

MABUHAY AC.

TOKYO, May 9—The Tokyo Mabuhays: Solidad, Dolores, Freda, Dolores, Laura, and Michelle, defeated the Waiakea Mill by 21-12, 21-9, in the league’s championship game.

The Mabuhays, who have the lead in the championship with a record of 4 wins and one loss, have not been defeated in this season. The Waiakea Mill, on the other hand, has not been able to break the dominance of the Mabuhays. TheWaiakea Mill, with a record of 3 wins and one loss, was defeated by the Mabuhays in their last meeting.

The game was played at the Tokyo Metropolitan Gymnasium and was broadcast live on television.
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佛泰和平條約

一週年記念大賣出しと弗デー

散々な體たらくる

駐米ハ英國大使

反戦デモの槍卒へ

食料の

十日目のグラデーを期し特別奉仕セールス行致します
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